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ABSTRACT: Traveling salesman problem becomes more dominant solution in many areas of real world like 

scheduling. There many solutions exists but lacks with time and repeated visit. We propose a new technique to find the 

next location to visit, using earlier records with the help of mobile agents. Based on the earlier records of the customer 

availability the mobile agent choose the next location to visit in order to avoid the person unavailability conditions. We 

use multiple agents to reduce overall traverse time. Each agent choose the location to visit and once visit it set the flag 

as visited to avoid visited by another agent. At the  time of scheduling  the mobile agent accounts the visit flag and 

person earlier records. For example in an service oriented customer handling process, the service agent has to visit 

more locations to provide service to the customers. In that case the service agent can schedule and choose its next 

location to visit using our algorithm. While using our methodology and using multiple agents in that customer handling 

scenario , it reduces the overall time to visit all locations.  Our methodology reduces the traverse time by using multiple 

agents. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 Lets think you are a sales executive come collection executive, you will be roaming all over the country for collection 

of funds from various distributor of your product. Your visit has to be scheduled according to the place visited and 

unvisited, but has to be visit only once in a month. How would you determine the order of visit, because various 

consumers will be available at various location of the country and at various times? If we really consider about the 

distance of the locations we can construct a weighted graph and find the best shortest path from the graph. If we 

interested in time factor we construct a weighted graph as time between nodes and choose a best path accordingly. Our 

interest is to reduce the overall traverse time which takes overall to visit all the locations. The real situation here is to 

reduce the polynomial traverse time in an efficient way, so that there must be a specific solution to the TSP in all the 

ways. In the traveling sales man problem once the route has selected then the start node is the end node of the route and 

all the nodes has to be visited only once. Further, unless the graph can be redrawn  so that the only vertices that are part 

of the graph are the ones that must be visited, the TSP algorithm would not provide an appropriate solution for a 

delivery vehicle driver.  The TSP at a specific snapshot in time may not be the solution determined by the ITS-TSP, 

which will change based on the current edge weights and the current location of the vehicle. As the entire set of 

intermediate nodes must be traversed (which will be a subset of the total set of nodes in the graph), local routing 

decisions must take into account the remaining nodes that must be traversed. To determine the efficiency of the final 

path, the optimal path with respect to the changing edge weights would need to be determined. 
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As we cannot determine future roadway conditions to prove the optimality of the ITS-TSP, we will compare the route 

determined from the ITS-TSP algorithm with the optimal route as determined using brute force on the historical edge 

weights during the time the route was being traversed.  

 

 

 In this paper we analyze the live roadway and modeled as a graph with edge weights representing both 

distance and time. Unlike earlier solutions we used self scheduling mobile agents to schedule and choose their next 

location to visit. We used multiple agents from different locations in order to reduce the polynomial traverse time. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

 

  Shortest path graph algorithms have been studied for many years. Single source shortest path algorithms are 

used to determine the shortest path between one node and every other node in a graph. Dijkstra’s [7] and Bellman-

Ford’s [8, 9] algorithms are popular single source shortest path 

algorithms. Using these algorithms, the all pairs shortest path algorithms compute the shortest path between every pair 

of nodes in a graph. Johnson’s [10] and Floyd- Warshall’s [11] algorithms are popular all pairs shortest path 

algorithms. Although these algorithms could all be applied to a graph with constantly-changing edge weights, they 

were originally designed assuming the weights of the edges were rather static. If the weight of an edge changes, the 

algorithm will have to be re-executed to determine if any of the shortest paths change. 

 

 
The graph shows that the distance between locations, based on the locations the time taken to visit from location to 

location can be calculated.  

 

Because of this inefficiency, dynamic fastest path  (DynFast) algorithms were created. In [13], dynamic fastest path 

algorithms in general are explained, and in [14] an algorithm for solving the dynamic all pairs shortest path problem is 

proposed. As was explained earlier, the TSP [12] is similar to the problem posed in this paper, with the difference that 

the TSP does not deal with changing edge weights or only visiting a subset of the nodes in the graph. The Dynamic 

Traveling Salesman Problem (DTSP) [4, 5] is a specialized case of the TSP that allows nodes to be inserted into the 

graph after the traversal has already begun. The Dynamic TSP with Time Windows is another variation on the TSP 

where the times at which the traveler can visit each node is defined by a specific time window [6]. Even though there 

are a number of special cases of the TSP, the TSP with a subset of intermediate cities and dynamic edge weights 

applied to a transportation network has not yet been studied with respect to ITS  architectures.   with respect to ITS 

architectures. One additional variation of the TSP which seemed relevant to this study is the Probabilistic TSP [1]. 

Jaillet presented the Probabilistic TSP, in which a random subsetof cities is visited, but his solution used the solution to 

the  traditional TSP. He then removed the nodes from the TSP solution that were not in the random subset to find the 

solution to the Probabilistic TSP. We discovered that the optimal solution to the subset of cities did not have to coincide 

with the ordering of the cities in the solution to the traditional TSP, which ruled out Jaillet’s work in our specific 

problem. 
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Focusing on ITS architectures, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) [15] and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) [16] ITS architectures 

have been widely studied in literature. The two architectures were combined into the vehicle-to-vehicle to- 

infrastructure (V2V2I) architecture in [19], and vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) are becoming increasingly more 

popular [17]. The means by which speed is determined from gathering data discretely at loop detectors is widely used 

by departments of transportation and was 

originally proposed in [18]. For the majority of work done using speed or location data, the data was either gathered at 

discrete locations (from 

devices such as loop detectors or video cameras) or the data was simulated to be continuous. More recent projects, such 

as MIT’s CarTel [20] and UC Berkeley’s Mobile Millennium [21] projects, are gathering data in a distributed manner 

from cellular phones, though very little data has 

been published from these projects. Further, there are additional challenges of trying to maintain anonymity, as well as 

determining if the cellular device is actually located within a vehicle when it is transmitting the speed and 

location. A company called Airsage [22] has attempted a similar project in the Washington DC area. At the University 

of Alaska, Anchorage, 50 vehicles have dedicated vehicle-tracking devices installed, so there is no 

issue in determining which devices are communicating from vehicles. The devices maintain the privacy of the users 

because there is no identifying information relating the device to a vehicle or a driver. 

 

 There is no such system which can schedule themselves to choose the next location and independent. So that 

there is a need to develop such a system which can schedule its own to visit next location. 

 

Intelligent transport system is used first to the problem of customer oriented Service problem.  But in earlier systems 

there is no solution specified to the problem of customer oriented service problem.  

In our system we used multiple agents to solve the problem. Unlike earlier systems we can have multiple agents to 

provide service in the customer places, which can schedule themselves to the next location. 

 

III. MULTI-AGENT SELF SCHEDULING SYSTEM 

 

We develop an multi-agent self scheduling system to choose the traverse path from any point of the road map. In our 

system the mobile agents are able to schedule the next location to traverse at any point of the road map and traverse 

accordingly.  

 

Our system contains the following components namely multi agent system, self scheduling system and visit log 

producer. 

 

Multi Agent System: 

 This contains collection of mobile agents , which move from one location to other location in the road map. 

Once this agent moves from one location to other location then we can say that the particular location has been visited. 

After visited the multi agent system will set a visit flag which specifies that the particular location is visited. This flag is 

a global variable which can be accessed by any mobile agent and self scheduling system. Then the mobile agent will 

ask the self scheduling system to choose the next location to visit.Self Scheduling System: 

The self scheduling system schedules the next location to be visit by the mobile agent. Each mobile agent contains its 

own self scheduling system and global road map and global visit flag which are commonly accessed by all the self 

scheduling system. Instead of using a single agent to visit to various location of the country through the road map we 

used multi agent system and self scheduling system to walk through and reduce the time complexity. The self 

scheduling system chooses the unvisited locations from the road map using the visit flags and it calculates the direction 

of the location and distance and time. Based on these details it schedules and select the next appropriate location to visit 

and returns to the mobile agent. 
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Visit Log Producer: 

 The log producer produces the previous visits made by the agents and from the logs it analyses the number of 

times the location has been visited and the number of times the customer was present and absent. Based on these details 

an visit weight will be calculated and stored. 

The same will be repeated for all the unvisited locations by the agent and will be sorted. Finally an location will be 

selected as the next traverse point based on the visit weight. 

VW = (NTp/NTa)*Tv 

VW-Visit weight 

NTp-No of time present 

NTa-No of time absent 

Tv – Total no of visits. 

 

Ea [c] =   (1)          
  
Pa [c] =      (2) 

 

TQM [O] =     

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 Computer experiments were performed using the road map of india.  

 

The roadmap contains of 250 cities with the lines connecting them. We use a text file named database.txt which 

contains the city names and distance. a  single line contains two city names and the distance between them. The darken 

cities represents the starting places of the mobile agents. The visit weight of the starting location is calculated using the 

previous history.  

The following table represents the overall time taken with various number of mobile agents. 

 

No of agents     overall time 

 5 90 

10 80 

15 65 

20 50 

25 40 

 

The following graph displays the overall time taken for different no. of cities to be visited using different algorithm. 
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Fig2: show the chart between no of cities and time taken. 
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Fig 3: shows the space complexity 

 

 The figure shows the space complexity of all three algorithms according to the total number of cities and 

average distance to be traveled by each agent. The proposed algorithm reduces the overall distance covered by each 

agent. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Our algorithm produces efficient results. Compared to ant colony system , ours reduces the time  complexity and 

because of using multiple agents ours reduces the polynomial time. when we use more number of mobile agents. 

Genetic algorithm only  Uses the static data’s and the history data ,but ours computes dynamic data and acts based on 

that. We further investigate the concept for the mobile network for better experiments. 

 

 While using ant colony algorithm it chooses the shortest path for the ant to reach the destination and follows, but in our 

algorithm the destination is not a fixed one and also it is not assigned to any mobile agent and only necessity is to visit 

all locations in a reduced time. Compare to ant colony algorithm it works for a single ant and schedules and choose the 

path to be followed but in ours the destination is temporary one and will change dynamically. 
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